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Hear experts share about place-based artmaking that
intentionally celebrates equity, diversity, and inclusion at the
core of the process. Integrating arts education in the public art process
builds public awareness to your program and enhances the environment in
which the art was created. This expansion of art knowledge and understanding
from beyond our traditional teaching spaces has the potential for creative,
nontraditional collaboration and dialogue for greater social impact. Come to
inquire and share, and leave inspired with ideas to consider for your school and
in your community arts.

Please note that participation in this webcast does not provide NAEA professional development credit.

Presenters:
Elizabeth Barker
Visual Arts Educator
Lebanon High School
Elizabeth Barker has been throwing clay and bringing the world to Lebanon High School in
southwest Missouri for 25 years. Her horizons broadened to a “Globally Strong” perspective on an
archaeological dig in Israel in the summers of 1993 and 1994. She received her master of science
from Missouri State University in 1999. She serves as visual arts department head and sponsors
the International Club and the Gender–Sexuality Alliance. She enjoys organizing mural projects, art trips, and cultural
diversity fairs for her community. She is married to Robert Barker, and they have three children: Abram (17), Alia (15),

Presenters:
Pamela Harris Lawton
Florence Gaskins Harper Endowed Chair in Art Education
Maryland Institute College of Art
Pamela Harris Lawton is a fifth-generation educator, practicing artist, and art education professor.
Lawton is the Florence Gaskins Harper Endowed Chair in Art Education at the Maryland Institute
College of Art. Her artistic and scholarly research revolves around visual narrative and
intergenerational arts learning in BIPOC communities. In 2019 she was the Fulbright
Distinguished Chair at the University of Edinburgh, Scotland, and an associate artist at the Tate Exchange in London.
Through her Artstories community-based art projects, Lawton has worked with intergenerational communities in
Richmond, Virginia; Charlotte, North Carolina; Washington, DC; New York City; Scotland; London; Mexico; and
Nicaragua. She has published extensively on her place-based art projects.

Anna Pilhoefer
Elementary Visual Arts Educator
Santa Barbara Unified School District
Anna Pilhoefer brings more than 20 years of experience as an artist, arts educator, and
administrator in district, school site, and nonprofit arts organizations. For 3 years, Pilhoefer served
as cochair of the City of El Paso’s Public Art Committee in service to the Museums and Cultural
Affairs Division. It was here that she codeveloped the inaugural Public Art Master Plan, the
Cultural Arts District designation, and the passing of a Percent for Art ordinance. She has facilitated numerous cultural
public art projects and is a strong advocate for the creation and preservation of murals in the communities she serves.
Pilhoefer is currently an elementary art teacher at Cleveland Elementary School in Santa Barbara, California.

